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 Abstract  In this research study the topic of Artificial Intelligence and Business with emphasis on Genetic Algorithmic approach for e-business strategic planning and performance evaluation is examined. Several AI methodologies and their usage in large organizations in various applications, such as staffing, careers, promotions, hiring and hiring predictions are discussed. The concept of genetic algorithms with their several important aspects is discussed and various related applications in a wide spectrum of topics are presented. An e-business strategic planning and performance evaluation model has been synoptically presented and a modified genetic e-business model has been introduced. Various genetic programming implementations with the corresponding software products are given and several AI software packages, genetic algorithmic methodologies and related applications are presented. The proposed models can be used by practitioners who may use them for increasing their organization’s performance and also by theoreticians for academic purposes by developing e-business strategic management, strategic planning 
and performance evaluation.  
1. Introduction Artificial Intelligence (AI) software provides appropriate solutions for several organizations and businesses by speeding processes of online simulations of what software includes multiple choice questions and captures several human qualities using natural language processing and machine learning (ML) methodologies for constructing psychological profiles of suitable candidates. ML methodologies and related predictive algorithms can be used as tools for identifying best candidates and assessing certain human qualities by analyzing special characteristics such as word choice, gestures, emotional traits, facial expressions, body language, social media posts etc. Furthermore, human judgment, face to face interaction and personal communication can be used. Better communication with potential applicants can be achieved by special AI programs allowing the scanning of millions of job opening s for uncovering connections between job performance and certain attributes by applying ML models and analytics methods. The resulting search results can be matched the intents of job seekers and special software can be applied by doing searchers on the related pages of internet. The optimal result of algorithmic and ML methodologies usage is to match job applicants to the available jobs in a better way than actual human endeavor can do. Genetic algorithms can be used for e-business problems, particularly strategic planning and performance evaluation, leading to improved overall performance of large organizations. A new e-business strategy planning and performance evaluation scheme based on adaptive algorithmic modelling techniques, the so-called Lipitakis-Phillips model (Lipitakis and Phillips, 2013) is used in conjunction to Genetic Algorithms for improved performance. The structure of this research work is as follows: in section 2, the topic of AI algorithms and Organization staffing, careers and hiring is examined. In section 3, several basic elements of Artificial Intelligence Algorithms and Business are discussed, while in section 4 Genetic Algorithms and Business with generic and genetic algorithms are discussed. In section 5, an e-business model for strategic planning and performance evaluation (Lipitakis and Phillips model) is synoptically presented and in section 6 a 
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genetic modified e-business algorithmic scheme for strategic planning is introduced. Finally, in section 7, the Genetic Algorithms and applications demonstrating both the applicability and efficiency of GA’s, genetic programming implementations and software products are presented, and the relationship of GA’s and evolution process is discussed. 
 AI Algorithms and Organization Interoperability: staffing, careers and hiring It is reported that Google for the production of appropriate software scanned millions of job openings in order to uncover several connections between certain attributes and job performances, then applied ML methodologies and applied analytics. This software can make certain postings more visible to people doing several Internet searches. Several researchers support that job interviews can be useless undercutting the impact of more valuable information about interviewees and most interviews are considered to be waste of time because most of the time is spent trying to confirm the impression formed in the first few seconds of the interview. Some of the reviews of this approach have been tested in elite academic schools (MIT, Stanford) and the internal evidence showed that test scores, grades and school’s pedigree weren’t an appropriate predictor of job success. Based on that Google started using a special algorithmic procedure (qDroid program) that help identifying relevant characteristics, such as intellectual humility, cognitive abilities, learning abilities, skills, related experience, provided by applicant’s data according to predetermined interviewing questions.AI methodologies have the abilities to deal with such data examining multiple variables and finding various patterns that common interviewers might not trace. Note that the supervised learning can use variables that should be weighted based on certain qualities of high performers. AI methodologies can use computing power for processing huge quantities of data, automate analysis of job candidates identities, detecting online certain personal characteristics and world views. Although the candidate social media information about certain personal information, such as political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orientation is illegal leading to hiring discrimination, these may be of critical importance to employment decisions. AI methodologies can quickly trace many social media posts and web articles by analyzing them (by using comparative analytics), reading relevant data, texts, images, videos, while shielding employers from liabilities.  AI methodologies can be used by several organizations and companies in various applications, such as law, travel, retail, pharmaceuticals, call centers etc. Can be also used in order to predict if prospective candidates will be adapt with organization’s culture and/or remain with the organization for significant time. Special AI services can be used for predicting individual turnover and performance based on several words and phrases used by people listed as references, who are presenting with online series of behavioral questions tailored to specific jobs. The input of such procedures is then graded, averaged and the results compared with databases of many other candidates for the same position providing useful insights into how the applicant is compared with other applicants (Skill Survey AI services). AI methodologies can be used in similar way for predicting which college/university graduates will be hiring as investment bankers and ensure diversity fitting its culture and examining the likelihood of staying with the organization. This procedure is using predictive analytics software for a few minutes survey (Citigroup/Koru AI software). Such AI software packages can examine several related variables revealing certain qualities, such as applicant persistence, patterns in between the available data, organization past tendencies concerning recruitments. These collected data on retention, hiring, performance can be added (as learning process) in the AI software data bases. Several other related qualities, such as emotions, and other characteristics concerning intents, habits, special qualities, personality can be included for comparative purposes with an ‘atlas of emotions’ containing thousands of facial expressions available in fractions of a second (HireVue AI algorithms).  
 Machine Learning-Genetic Algorithms and Business Introductory Remarks In recent times the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has significant impact on financial services sectors and global financial markets comparing with sophisticated classes of algorithms for trading by creating a new interesting applied research topic for traders and regulators (McGrath, 2016). It is reported that algorithmic trading systems are handling about 75% of the volume of global trades (Thomson Reuters, 2016-2017) with industrial predictions showing a constant increase mainly due to the following 
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reasons: (i) huge product demand and several innovations, (ii) greater automation of trades in several asset classes (EU-MiFID II), (iii) retail trading market expansion worldwide opening new algorithmic trading and increasing demand for technological advancement. Algorithmic procedures can be efficiently used for computing, data processing; automated reasoning and sophisticated algorithmic applications play a significant role in sifting through masses of data and have a widespread use in everyday life (Hickman, 2013). Note that certain computer algorithms are designed for allowing computers to learn on their own facilitating machine learning (ML) and including data mining, pattern recognition and other related applications (Finley, 2014). The inventor of World Wide Web (WWW) stated characteristically that ‘Data is a precious thing and will last longer than the systems themselves’. The field of natural language processing (NLP), an interesting area of ML, uses several applications ranging from text understanding to processing and comprehending the contents of given photographs. ML algorithmic methodologies are given ‘data teaching sets’ and then are using these data for answering certain questions. ML can continue to add to its teaching sets aiming to completion of their tasks over time. The learning process is related to the following topics: Data security, personal security, financial trading, fraud detection, financial trading, healthcare, marketing personalization, recommendations, natural language processing, online search, smart cars. 
 3.2 The structure of a simple Genetic Algorithm  Genetic algorithms, a branch of evolutionary algorithms originated from the Darwinian evolution principles, are heuristic modelling techniques inspired be natural evolution and can be efficiently applied to wide spectrum of real world of significant complexity. These computational techniques can lead to optimized solutions of certain complex problems (McCall, 2005).  Let us consider a given well defined given problem for solution and a bit string representation for candidate solutions. Then a simple genetic algorithm can be presented as follows: 
 Algorithm GA1 (GPC, FCP, ISO, RNP, BSGA) 
Purpose: This algorithm describes the basic steps of a Generic Algorithm 
Input: randomly generated population chromosomes GPC, fitness of population chromosome FCP, iterative steps for offspring ISO, replacement of new population RNP 
Output: basic steps of a GA (BSGA) 
Computational Procedure: 
Step 1: chose a randomly generated population of (n-1) bit chromosomes (i.e. candidate solutions) GPC 
Step 2: compute the fitness f(x) of each chromesome x in the population FCP. 
Step 3: repeat the following iterative steps until n-offspring ISO have been created: 
Step 3.1:  chose a pair chromosomes from current population with selection probability being an increasing function of fitness. Note that the selection process can be done with replacement, i.e. the same chromosome can be selected more than one time in order to become parent. 
Step 3.2: by considering the crossover probability (crossover rate) pc, cross over the selected pair at a randomly chosen point (chosen with uniform probability) to form two offspring. In the case that there is no crossover then form two offspring that are exact copies of their respective parents. The crossover probability is defined as the probability that two parents will cross over in single point. The genetic algorithm can have multi-point crossover versions in which the crossover rate for a pair of parents is the number of points at which a crossover takes place.   
Step 3.3: mutate the two offspring at each locus with mutation probability pm and transfer the resulting chromosomes in the new population. If n is odd, then one new population member can be randomly discarded. 
Step 4: replace the current population with the new population NEP. 
Step 5: has the computational work finished? If yes, then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 2    
Step 6: form a list of the basic steps of a Generic Algorithm BSGA  The GA1 algorithm describes the basic steps of a Genetic Algorithm. Note that each iteration of this iterative process is called a generation. 
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 Genetic Algorithms and Business 4.1 Introductory Remarks  A genetic algorithm is a computational method for solving constrained and unconstrained optimization problems that is based on natural selection, i.e. the process that drives biological evolution. Genetic algorithms can repeatedly modify certain populations of individual solutions by selecting individuals at random from current populations to be parents and then uses them for producing children for the next generation. The populations with successive generations are evolving towards optimal solutions and genetic algorithms can be used for solving complex problems with discontinuous, stochastic, non-differentiable and highly nonlinear objective functions, as well as for solving mixed integer programming problems.    The genetic algorithms use three main types of rules at every step for creating the next generations from current populations, i.e. selection rules (selection of parents), crossover rules (combining two parents to form children of next generation) and mutation rules (random changes to parents for forming children). Note that genetic algorithms (GA) differ from classical algorithms (CA) (derivative based optimization algorithms) in the following: (i) GA generate populations of points at every iteration, with the best point approaching optimal solutions, while CA generate single points at every iteration with sequences of points approaching optimal solutions, (ii) GA select the next populations by computing which use random processes, while CA select next points in sequences by deterministic computations.     Genetic algorithms are heuristic searches that mimic the process of natural selection using basic methods, such as mutation and crossover for generating new genotypes aiming to computation of acceptable solutions to given problems. ML algorithms can be used for improving the performance of genetic and evolutionary algorithms (Zhang et al., 2011). GA’s can be efficiently used on mixed (continuous and discrete) combinatorial problems, but they tend to be computationally expensive. By using genetic algorithms the solution of the original problem is represented as a genome (chromosome) and then a population of solutions is created and genetic operators (mutation, crossover) are applied for evolving the solutions in order to find the best ones.   Genetic algorithms can be efficiently used by considering the following important aspects: (i) definition of the objective functions, (ii) definition and implementation of generic representations and (iii) definition and implementation of generic operators. Several variations for improving performance, computing multiple optima and parallelizing these algorithms can be tested for solving the considered problems. 
 4.2.   Genetic and Generic algorithms  In computer science and operations research, a genetic algorithm is a meta-heuristic procedure inspired by the process of natural selection that belongs to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms. Genetic algorithms are heuristic search methods used in artificial intelligence and computing. They can be used for finding optimized solutions to search problems based on the theory of natural selection and evolutionary biology. Genetic algorithms are excellent for searching through large and complex data sets. They are considered capable of finding reasonable solutions to complex issues as they are highly capable of solving unconstrained and constrained optimization issues. The genetic algorithm is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained optimization problems that is based on natural selection, the process that drives biological evolution. The genetic algorithm repeatedly modifies a population of individual solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm selects individuals at random from the current population to be parents and uses them to produce the children for the next generation.   Generic programming is a style of computer programming in which algorithms can be written in terms of types to be specified later. This programming approach allows writing common functions or types that differ only in the set of types on which they operate when used, thus reducing duplication. These software entities are known as generics in computer languages, such as Ada, C#, Delphi, Eiffel, F#, Java, Objective-C, Visual Basic and others. Generic programming follows the idea of abstracting from concrete, efficient algorithms to obtain generic algorithms that can be combined with different data representations in order to produce a wide variety of useful software.  Genetic algorithms can be efficiently used for computing solutions of complex search problems. They can be used in several fields, such as engineering for creating incredibly high quality products due 
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to their ability to search a through a huge combination of parameters to find the best match. They can search through different combinations of materials and designs for finding the perfect combination of both which could result in stronger, lighter and overall, better final products. They can also be used for designing computer algorithms, scheduling different tasks, and solving other optimization problems. Genetic algorithms are based on the process of evolution by natural selection which has been observed in nature. They can basically replicate the way in which life uses evolution for computing solutions to real world problems. Genetic algorithms are currently considered to be prominent computational models of evolution in artificial life systems. These decentralized models can be used as basis for understanding other complex systems and phenomena in the world. The generic algorithms can be used for studying how learning and evolution processes interact and furthermore for modelling various interesting systems, such as ecosystems, immune systems, cognitive systems and social systems (Winder et al., 1995; Whitley and Vose, 1995; Louis, 1993). GA’s can be efficiently used on mixed (continuous and discrete) combinatorial problems, but they tend to be computationally expensive. By using genetic algorithms the solution of the original problem is represented as a genome (chromosome or strings of ones and zeroes or bits 
[genes]) and then a population of solutions is created and genetic operators (mutation, crossover, inversion) are applied for evolving the solutions in order to find the best ones.   GA’ can be efficiently used by considering the following important aspects: (i) definition of objective functions, (ii) definition and implementation of generic representations and (iii) definition and implementation of generic operators. Several variations for improving performance, computing multiple optima and parallelizing these algorithms can be tested for solving the considered problems (Grefenstette and Baker, 1989; Altenberg, 1994; Vose, 1993).The main difference between genetic programming and genetic algorithms is the representation of solutions, i.e. genetic programming creates computer programs following the schemes of computer languages as solutions, while genetic algorithms create strings of numbers that represent solutions(Whitley and Vose, 1995; Mitchell, 1999).  Genetic algorithms can be considered as weak optimization methods and their search procedures can be used for solving a wide range of computational problems without any domain specific knowledge. These search procedures are based on mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics using various evolution theories as tools for solving computational problems in science and engineering. This can be achieved by evolving populations of candidate solutions to particular problems using operations based on natural selection and natural genetic variation (Goldberg, 1989). GA’s have been originally proposed for studying phenomena of adaptation as they occur in nature and for developing various ways in which mechanisms of natural adaptations that can be imported into computer systems (Holland, 1975). Genetic algorithms can use combinations of exploitations and explorations by exploiting appropriate solutions by combining different solution parts in order to form new candidate solutions (crossover process), as well as creating new candidate solutions by changing randomly parts of old solutions (mutation process). There are numerous variants of genetic algorithms and their implementation can be made as generic as possible. This implementation can be based on the description in "Evolutionary algorithms in theory and practice" (Back, 1996) and "Evolution in time and space" (Langevin, 1911). In the latter work the two basic conceptions of universe, i.e. the rational mechanics of Newton and Galileo, and the advanced electromagnetic theory, i.e. Maxwell, Hertz and Lorentz, are discussed.    Genetic Programming algorithms are evolutionary algorithms based on methodologies inspired by biological evolution for finding that can perform several user defined tasks. These algorithms are machine learning techniques used for optimizing populations of computer programs according to fitness landscape determined by programming abilities for performing predetermined computational tasks. The term Meta-Genetic Programming refers to meta-learning techniques of evolving genetic programming systems using generic programming itself. The process is a recursive terminating algorithm that allows avoiding infinite recursion (Schmidhuber, 1987). 
 In the wide spectrum of genetic algorithms applications are included the following topics: Optimization (numerical optimization and combinatorial optimization-circuit layout and job scheduling) Automatic programming (automata, sorting networks) Machine learning (prediction in weather forecasting, protein structure, neural networks, sensors for robots) 
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Economics (modelling, bidding strategies, economic markets) Immune Systems: (modelling natural immune systems) Ecology (modelling biological processes, symbiosis, host parasite co-evolution) Population genetics (viability of genes) Social systems (evolutionary behaviour of social systems, evolution of co-operation and communication in multi-agent systems). 
 An e-Business Strategic Planning and Performance Evaluation model (the LP model)  An efficient e-Business model, the so called Lipitakis-Phillips (LP) model, for strategic planning and performance evaluation has been recently proposed (Lipitakis and Phillips, 2014).  The proposed e-business models and corresponding hypotheses have been statistically tested by using explanatory and confirmatory factor analysis, correlation between independent and dependent variables and regression analysis. In such cases the application of regression analysis it has been found that the independent variables of basic components can be used for predicting the dependent variables of financial and non-financial performance (Lipitakis, 2013).  A class of adaptive algorithms for solving e-business problems has been also recently presented (Lipitakis and Lipitakis, 2013). The basic components for estimating the strategic planning parameters of Formality, Participation, Sophistication and Thoroughness can be defined as follows: 
Formality: the explicit and systematic procedures, policies and goals. 
Participation: the involvement of senior and middle management. Improvement of communication and development of a shared vision for the direction of the firm.  
Thoroughness: the extent to which a firm uses internal and external experience, and ensures adequate time is devoted to the strategic planning process. 
Sophistication: use of a wide range of managerial techniques. Having a short or long term approach. Coordination of e-business across the organisation and having an appropriate budget for e-business.   These independent strategic planning variables are accompanied with the dependent variables of finance and non-finance. In this research work a new adaptive algorithmic modelling for e-business strategic planning and evaluation, based on an e-business performance model (Lipitakis, 2013), is presented.   The proposed e-business strategic planning model is based on a modified version of the LP e- business model, using a predetermined number of independent and dependent variables, and can be efficiently used for computing the best performance measurements and solving a wide class of e-business and strategic management problems under uncertainty conditions. Furthermore, a predetermined number of independent strategic planning variables and two dependent variables of financial and non-financial performance of organizations are being considered. 
 6.   A Hybrid Genetic Algorithmic Scheme for e-Business Strategic Planning and Performance       Evaluation  The genetic algorithm GA1 can be used for searching solutions, as indicated in the following algorithmic procedure. An adaptive algorithmic scheme for computing the performance evaluation of e-business and strategic management problems has been recently presented (Lipitakis and Lipitakis, 2013). A modified adaptive algorithmic modelling (MADAM) scheme using a hybrid genetic algorithm and a set of dependent and independent variables, given in eleven computational modules, can be described by following the above adaptive scheme can be describe as follows: 
 Algorithm MADAM-1 ( GA1, FNFP, FPST,  εST STR, εLE LEA, εPC PCU, εCO COH, εKN KNO, εAL ALL, εAD ADM, εUN ADAMS) 
Purpose: describes a modified Adaptive Algorithmic Modeling Scheme for computing the best performance measurements and solving a wide class of e-business and strategic management problems under uncertainty conditions. The genetic algorithm GA1 is applied for appropriate solutions. 
Input:  genetic algorithm GA1, Formation FORM, Participation PART, Sophistication SOPH, Thoroughness THOR, Finance Performance FINP, Non-Finance Performance NFIP, Structure STR, Leadership LEA, People and Culture PCU, Coherence COH, Knowledge KNO, Alliances ALL, Agility & Decision Making ADM, sp-parameters εFO , εPA , εSO, εTH, εFP , εNF and εST, εLE, εPC, εCO, εKN, εAL, εAD , and uncertainty factor parameter εUN 
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Output: The (optimized) Modified Adaptive Algorithmic Model Solution (MADAMS) Computational Procedure: Step 1: apply CA1 searching for a feasible solution Step 2: If there is no feasible solution then go to module 1, otherwise go to step 11.1 
Module 1- Estimate the independent variables FPST (FORM, PART, SOPH, THOR)Module 2-  Estimate the dependent strategic planning variables FNFP (FINP, NFIP) 
Module 3- Determine input sp-parameters  Module 4- Apply CA1 and Design Structure STR (MRE, POR, SAR, DBF) 
Module 5: Apply CA1 and Improve Leadership LEA (TCH, LAD, LAC, LEIS) 
Module 6: Focus on People and Culture PCU (REW, RCR, LRE, RTR, ICO) 
Module 7: Emphasize on Coherence COH (MPE, III, SIN, DDS, CCS) 
Module 8: Comment on Knowledge KNO (KDA, KFO, KEM, KAC, KSH) 
Module 9: Apply CA1 and Determine Alliances ALL (ART, APE, CRI) 
Module 10: Apply CA1 and Focus on Agility & Decision Making ADM (IRE, MSR, TRTO, PMA, MSA, ADE) 
Module 11: Form the e-business solution 
Step 11.1: Determine the uncertainty parameter εUN Step 11.2: Form the solution (εUN MADAMS)  The values of the sp-parameters affecting the corresponding input variables of the optimized algorithm MADAM-1 can be determined experimentally or approximately from corresponding appropriate mathematical model. In the special case that the sp-parameters take the values εFO = εPA = εSO =εTH  = εFP = εNF = 1   and εST =εLE = εPC = εCO = εAL = εAD = 1        (6.1)  A simplified form of the algorithm can be obtained, while the selection of the appropriate sp-parameters leading to (nearly) optimized solutions is dependent on the nature of the considered problem and often requires extensive experimentation. Further information about the algorithmic modules and input parameters can be found in a recent research work (Lipitakis and Lipitakis, 2013).  Multiple iterative applications of the proposed adaptive algorithm on a set of selected e-business strategic planning performance evaluation scheme, using multiple-point Likert scale measurement in every iterative step, can lead to comparable numerical results for evaluating the performance of the adaptive algorithmic application for the strategic planning performance of each organization/business at national/international region levels for comparative purposes.   The main advantage of the proposed algorithmic approach is twofold. Firstly, the adaptive algorithms can be efficiently used for solving a wide class of e-business and strategic management problems, and secondly the dynamical choice of the sp-parameter values, which can be related to both quantitative and qualitative nature of the input parameters (data) of the given problem, can lead to (near) optimum solutions. The evaluation of a firm e-business performance as a time-dependent problem the investigation of the performance stability over a certain period of time seems to be a challenging future research problem (Coltman et al., 2008; European Commission, 2004). 
 7.   Genetic Programming Implementations and Software Products 
7.1   Genetic Languages and Implementations  In this section several genetic programming implementations with the corresponding related software products are given. Genetic programming implementations can be achieved by several languages and their variants, such as indicated in the following: MATLAB [GPLAB (Silva, 2007); GPTIPS: Searson et al., 2010) Python [Pyvolution (Panchapakesan, 20120;  deap (Fortin et al., 2012); pySTEP (Khoury, 2009); Pyevolve, Perone, 2014)] Java [ EvoJ (Keijzer et al., 2002); PMDGP (Van der Meulen et al., 2001); ECF (Georgopoulos et al., 2009); EOEvolutionary Computation Framework (Keijzer et al., 2002)] C# [Heuristic Lab (Wagner, 2009); GPdotNET (Bahrudin, 2009)] Prolog [DCTG-GP (Ross, 2001)] Ruby [DRP (Nuanain and O’Sullivan, 2014)] 
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Perl [PerlGP (McCallum, 2006)] .NET [GPE (Manec, 2016)].   Further related information can be found in several Genetic Programming Implementations (Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1999; Silva, 2007; Manec, 2016).  
 7.2   Genetic Algorithms and Evolution Process  Genetic algorithms are considered to be heuristic computational techniques for searching or optimization, originally motivated by the evolution principle through genetic- selection process. The genetic algorithms by using highly abstract versions of evolutionary processes in order to evolve solutions to given problems, by operating on certain populations of artificial chromosomes, i.e. strings in a finite alphabet (binary). Note that each chromosome represents a solution of the problem having fitness, i.e. a real number measuring how good the obtained solution is to the given problem.  A random generated population of chromosomes is selected and a genetic algorithm, with a highly modular nature, is using a process of fitness-based selection and recombination in order to produce a successor population (next generation). This iterated process produces a sequence of successive generations and is terminated by a predetermined stopping criterion, evolving to a good (best) solution to the original problem.      The genetic algorithms, initially proposed by Holland (1975), can be efficiently used in a wide spectrum of scientific, engineering and industrial problems, particularly in computational intelligence problems including topics such as, neural networks, artificial immunology, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization (Barbosa, 2013). Genetic algorithms manipulate several populations of chromosomes, i.e. abstractions of biological DNA chromosomes, such as strings of letters from the set {A, C, G, T}. Note that a particular position (locus) in a chromosome is referred to as gene, while the letter occurring at that point in the chromosome is referred to as allele (value). Each bit-string representation used is referred to as the genetic algorithm encoding of the problem. The fitness function is the computed value for the quality of chromosome as a solution to the given problem (Engelbrecht, 2002).   Conclusions  Artificial Intelligence methodologies, particularly the application of Genetic Algorithms in Business has been considered. The usage of Genetic Algorithms in several organizations in various applications concerning business activities, such as staffing, careers, hiring as well as hiring predictions have been discussed. The concepts of genetic and generic algorithms with their several important aspects are discussed and related applications in a wide spectrum of topics have been presented. An e-business strategic planning and performance evaluation model has been synoptically presented and a modified genetic e-business model has been introduced. Various genetic programming implementations with corresponding related software products have been given, several AI software packages, genetic algorithmic methodologies and applications have been also presented.    Future research work includes the application of genetic algorithms in a wider spectrum of applications, such as enterprise information systems, computing information technology, financial engineering business intelligence, digital information management, knowledge management and e-learning services will be studied, as well as their application on time-dependent large scale complex computational problems in parallel computing environments. 
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